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The Canadian Learning Trust (the CLT) is a lifelong learning community that encourages all kinds of
learning by all ages of learners.

Our dream is of a prosperous Canada enriched with learning – a Learning Canada. 

Hello fellow Lifelong Learners,

One of the basic programs at the Canadian Learning Trust is
the GoldEye. This is a learner friendly tool to plan and track
learning. Traditionally, this kind of learning tool has been used
for those entering or attending a post secondary institution.

Such a tool would help a learner figure which courses you needed to take and in which
order. Sometimes organizations would use such a learning and tracking tool to guide
their employers in their professional development.

We have taken this one step further and one step easier. We suggest you use the
GoldEye for any kind of learning that you are purposefully doing in your life. Are you
learning to be a better soccer coach, or soccer player or the Treasurer for the soccer
team? GoldEye can help you figure out why you need to learn what, keeping track of
this is an easy way. If your employer will support your learning a new work skill this is a
tool to help track this. The most innovative part of the GoldEye is that it allows you to
define your success in learning. There’s no guessing about whether your learning met
your goal since you set this and work toward it.

We believe this planning and tracking tool to be so essential to a lifelong learner that the
Canadian Learning Trust requires this for an application to serve as a Director on the
Board of the Canadian Learning Trust. Learners who wish to access the Gift of Learning
program are also required to complete a GoldEye.

The GoldEye is free to all members of the Canadian Learning Trust, available to others
for a donation to the Canadian Learning Trust. All donations to the Canadian Learning
Trust of $25 or more receive a charitable receipt. Please email us at
info@canlearntrust.org for more information on obtaining this awesome planner for
yourself or your organization .

We’re delighted to offer an addition to The Canadian Learning Trust website. This is a
space for New Canadians and Newly Adult Canadians. In this space will be
information about being a great Canadian and links to those who help this. We are
particularly encouraging these Canadians – and all of the rest of us – to vote and to
participate in voting. It’s one of the most precious rights and responsibilities we have at
New Canadians Learn.

mailto:info@canlearntrust.org
https://canlearntrust.org/
https://canlearntrust.org/new-canadians-learn


The Gift of Learning Looking to have your learning financially supported through crowd
funding with a twist? Then, find out about our Gifting of Learning Program.

Lifelong Learning Merch Keep an eye on our website at the CLT shop, as more
merchandise will be added very soon.

Almost-Free Learning The CLT holds regular auctions of courses. If you would like to
donate a course, please let us know. We’d be delighted to promote your course across
Canada.
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